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Abstract
In order to solve the problems of serious heating and easy ablation of conductive shaft in electrochemical
machining of special-shaped deep hole with large aspect ratio, the two schemes of single side copper bar
and symmetrical copper bar of conductive shaft were studied by ANSYS software. And the conductive
shaft scheme based on symmetrical copper bar scheme was determined. The thermoelectric coupling
model of the conductive shaft was established to analyze the distribution law of temperature �eld and
thermal deformation of conductive shaft under different working conditions. Through the machining test
of special-shaped inner spiral deep hole parts with large aspect ratio, the results show that under the
conditions of working current of 15 000 A, feed rate of 5 mm/min and continuous machining for 14
hours, the forming accuracy of the workpiece is ±0.15 mm and the surface roughness is better than Ra0.8
µm. The performance of the conductive shaft is stable and meets the actual processing requirements.
The heat dissipation performance of the conductive shaft can be optimized by providing air �ow on the
upper surface and side at the same time.

Highlights
►Conductive shaft is the core component of horizontal CNC electrochemical machining machine tool.
The rationality of its structure and performance have a great impact on the machining quality of the
machine tool, and even determine whether the electrochemical machining can be carried out smoothly.

►The two schemes of single side copper bar and symmetrical copper bar of conductive shaft were
studied by ANSYS software. The maximum current of the symmetrical copper bar scheme is smaller, and
the thermal deformation of the conductive shaft structure is signi�cantly reduced.

► The heat dissipation performance of the conductive shaft can be optimized by providing air �ow on
the upper surface and side at the same time.

► The designed conductive shaft realized the stable and reliable processing of the special-shaped inner
spiral deep hole parts with large length diameter ratio.

►The forming accuracy of the processed parts reached ±0.15 mm, and the surface roughness reached
Ra0.8 μm. Therefore, the conductive shaft has reasonable structure and meets the actual processing
requirements.

1. Introduction
The special shaped inner spiral deep hole parts with large aspect ratio are widely used in weapons and
equipment, petroleum drilling and production and other �elds [1-3]. Due to high material hardness and
complex inner spiral structure, traditional processing method cannot meet the actual needs. While
electrochemical machining has the advantages of not limited by material mechanical properties, no
cutting stress and high machining e�ciency, it has become an irreplaceable processing method for such
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parts [4-10]. As the core component of horizontal NC ECM machine tool, the rationality of its structure and
performance has a great impact on the reliable processing of the machine tool. Especially under the
processing conditions of small gap, large current and high �ow rate, the ECM machine tool can realize
long-term stable, reliable, high-precision and high-e�ciency processing.

Many scholars have carried out a lot of research work on the existing conductive shaft with serious
heating, large structural deformation, and even ablation and shaft holding. In terms of processing
technology, some scholars put forward the compound machining technology of EDM and ECM-lapping,
which improves the surface roughness of the hole [11]. Some scholars optimized the processing
parameters, realized the stability of the machine tool in actual processing and improved the e�ciency of
electrochemical machining [12-15]. Other scholars optimized the cathode movement path to improve the
quality of electrochemical machining [16]. The special machining method combined with electrochemical
machining and other machining methods had attracted the attention of relevant researchers and ensured
the reliability of the machine tool [17]. In terms of machine tool design, literature [18] mainly studied the
performance of horizontal ECM machine tool and optimized the performance. Document [19] conducted
research on machining parts with complex inner surface using ECM technology. Through in-depth
research on ECM, researchers combined ECM machine tools with the computer �eld, and used computer-
aided technology to complete the design of ECM cathode [20-24]. In view of the complex machining
surface of parts, some scholars have realized the application of ECM ri�ing in practical production
[25,26]. Document [27] constructed a knowledge base system to realize the intelligent selection of ECM
parameters in combination with the characteristics of machine tools and machined workpieces. Some
scholars had developed a desktop machine tool prototype called "The ion controlled desktop machine
tool". The machine tool could automatically change the resistance of machining �uid and carry out
complex machining and continuous complex machining on the same machine tool at the same time.
[28]. Professor Fan [29] developed a horizontal two axis linkage NC ECM machine tool for the spiral
machining of deep hole parts with large aspect ratio. The forming accuracy was ± 0.07mm and a surface
roughness of Ra0.8μm. Literature [30] designed a small magnetic drive ECM. The strength and
deformation of ECM machine tool were analyzed. High precision machining of holes, surfaces and other
shapes could be realized. Experiments show that the device meets the design requirements. ECM
machine tools are developing towards large-scale, intelligent and high-precision [31-34].

Aiming at the problem of serious heating and even ablation of the existing conductive shaft, this paper
proposes an overall design structure of the conductive shaft based on the symmetrical copper bar power
transmission scheme, which is suitable for large horizontal NC ECM machine tools. By establishing the
thermoelectric coupling model of the conductive shaft, the temperature �eld of the conductive shaft was
simulated and analyzed, and the distribution law of the temperature �eld of the conductive shaft under
different working conditions was studied, Finally, the designed conductive shaft was applied to the large
horizontal NC ECM machine tool to verify the reliability of the structural design of the conductive shaft.

2. Structural Design Of Conductive Shaft
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The conductive shaft structure of large horizontal NC ECM machine tool is mainly composed of power
introduction part, support part, rotary sealing part and other accessories. All parts cooperate with each
other to complete the functions of conductive shaft, such as conduction, rotation, sealing, etc.

2.1 Overall structure of conductive shaft

The threaded hole was preset on the base plate, and the support assembly was �xed on the �oor through
the connection between the bolt and the threaded hole. During installation, the base plate passed through
the conductive shaft body and adjusted the position to ensure that the support assembly can support the
conductive shaft. Fix the support assembly on the �oor through bolts to complete the overall installation
of the conductive shaft. Finally, the elastic force of the carbon brush holder was debugged so that the
shaft could be rotated while the carbon brush was pressing the axis of the conductive shaft. The overall
scheme of the conductive shaft is shown in Fig.1.

2.2 The power transmission structure

The circuit designed in this paper is to control the rotation of one end and the static stable and reliable
power supply at the other end. The carbon brush conduction is to press the carbon brush on the
circumferential surface of the conductive shaft by using the elastic force. And the carbon brush is �xed
on the base plate to realize the power supply between the �xed part and the relative rotating part. The
schematic diagram of the carbon brush power supply scheme is shown in Fig.2.

Changing the number of carbon brushes or base plates can provide different sizes of current with high
�exibility. When installing the carbon brush holder, the angle of the carbon brush holder can be adjusted
to make it at a certain angle with the normal direction of the conductive shaft body, so that the force on
the carbon brush is more uniform in the process of rotation and the whole rotation process is more
stable. The speci�c way of using carbon brush to lead electricity is: draw the current from the negative
pole of the power supply, enter the power leading device through the cable, connect the carbon brush and
conductive shaft with the current by relying on the base plate. Finally, the current on the conductive shaft
is guided to the cathode by the pull rod. Two placement schemes of single side copper bar and
symmetrical copper bar were proposed. The carbon brush holder was simpli�ed into a carbon brush. And
the simpli�ed three-dimensional model is shown in Fig.3.

 

The maximum working current of large horizontal NC ECM machine tool can reach 20 000 A. With the
accumulation of time, the thermal effect of current will produce a lot of heat in the current �owing area.
The increase of temperature is easy to cause thermal deformation of the conductive shaft, which will
reduce the positioning accuracy of the conductive shaft. The conductive shaft will not work in severe
cases. Import the three-dimensional model �les of the above two schemes into the workbench as the
electric �eld simulation model. Set the surface contact coe�cient to simulate the conductive e�ciency
between the carbon brush holder and the substrate and between the carbon brush holder and the
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conductive shaft in the actual conductive process. The location where the conductive shaft often fails is
in the contact area between the carbon brush and the conductive shaft. In order to accurately analyze the
current at these locations during operation, the grids at these locations were encrypted, as shown in Fig.4.

When setting the boundary conditions, take the side of the lead copper bar as the position where the
current is applied. The �ow direction of the current is from the copper bar to the substrate, and the current
�ows into the shaft body of the conductive shaft by means of the carbon brush. It is necessary to set the
front face of the conductive shaft to the 0 voltage level, so as to ensure the �ow direction of the current.
The electric �eld distribution of the two different lead schemes is shown in Fig.5. As shown in Fig.5 (a),
the electric �eld of the unilateral power transmission scheme is the area with the highest current density.
As can be seen from Fig.5 (b), the area of bilateral power transmission is also the area with the highest
current density, which is different from the unilateral power transmission, The symmetrical copper bar
scheme can make the electric �eld evenly distributed on both sides of the substrate and greatly reduce
the maximum current density.

The maximum current of the symmetrical copper bar scheme is smaller, and the thermal deformation of
the conductive shaft structure is signi�cantly reduced. The temperature �eld distribution generated by the
current can be homogenized to make the thermal expansion deformation uniform and reduce the thermal
expansion deformation as a whole. Therefore, the symmetrical copper bar scheme was selected for
research.

2.3 The supporting structure

In the conductive shaft device, the support part is mainly used to support the conductive shaft and ensure
that the conductive shaft can complete the predetermined rotation function. The support assembly is
used to support and rotate the conductive shaft body. The support assembly was composed of main
shaft support, bearing, upper support cross bar and support pull rods on both sides, and was �xed with
nut main shaft support. The structure can realize the accurate positioning of the conductive shaft body,
adjust the position of the conductive shaft body by relying on the bolts on the support, and facilitate
maintenance and disassembly while completing the support and rotation function of the conductive
shaft.

2.4 The rotary seal structure

The sealing structure of the conductive shaft adopted the combination of mechanical seal and packing
seal to ensure the reliable sealing of the conductive shaft in the working process. The sealing structure is
shown in Fig.6. The primary seal of the sealing device was mechanical seal, which adopted the
combination of moving ring and static ring. The moving ring was pressed on the bushing according to
the elastic force and rotates with the conductive shaft. The static ring was in close contact with the outer
cavity shell of the rotary sealing structure by means of tension, and remained relatively stationary. The
contact surface of the two will have a layer of dense liquid �lm, which reduced the friction between the
dynamic ring and the static ring, realized the sealing and completes the preset rotation function at the
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same time. The secondary packing seal of the rotary sealing device was the packing seal, and the �ller
was organic synthetic �ber and carbon �ber, which was conducive to the stable operation of the rotary
sealing device.

3 The Temperature Field Simulation Of Conductive Shaft
In order to reduce the amount of calculation and improve the calculation accuracy, it is necessary to
simplify or delete the structure independent of the temperature �eld when analyzing the temperature �eld
of the conductive shaft structure. The established physical three-dimensional model is shown in Fig.7.
Only the components with current passing through during the processing were considered. The model
mainly includes the conductive shaft body, substrate, carbon brush, copper bar, etc.

ANSYS software is used to simulate and analyze the temperature �eld of the conductive shaft. The three-
dimensional model of the conductive shaft was imported into the workbench to establish the
thermoelectric coupling model of the conductive shaft. The conductive shaft and carbon brush materials
were set as red copper and graphite respectively. The geometric model was meshed. In order to obtain
accurate calculation results, these positions were divided in detail. The conventional free tetrahedral
mesh was selected for the rest of the region. And the convective heat transfer coe�cient and the thermal
radiation coe�cient were added for solution, boundary conditions and loads.

3.1 The transient temperature �eld and thermal deformation of conductive shaft

The transient temperature �eld of the conductive shaft was analyzed. The duration of electrochemical
machining a complete workpiece was 8 hours. The simulation time was set as 28 800 s, which was
divided into three stages: j Stage , the time step was set as l0 s in 0 ~ 600 s;k Stage , the time step was
set to 30 s for 601 ~ 3 600 s;l Stage , and the time step of 180 s with 3 601 ~ 28 800 s. The temperature
�eld simulation and thermal deformation of the conductive shaft were carried out under the conditions of
working current 12 000 A and the ambient temperature of 23 ℃. The current density distribution is shown
in Fig.8, the section transient temperature �eld is shown in Fig. 9, and the thermal deformation of the
temperature �eld is shown in Fig.10 when the conductive shaft reaches a stable state in the processing
process. As can be seen from �gure 8, the positions with the maximum current density are at the front
end of the conductive shaft and the area where the conductive shaft contacts the carbon brush. The area
at the connection between the carbon brush and the conductive shaft is small. The current passing
through all the carbon brushes is collected at the front end of the conductive shaft, resulting in relatively
high current density at these positions.

As can be seen from Fig.9, the highest temperature is in the area where the carbon brush contacts the
conductive shaft on the substrate and the position where the front end of the conductive shaft extends
out of the substrate because the current is collected at these positions. The temperature of the conductive
shaft increases with time. After 2 400 seconds, the distribution of the overall temperature �eld of the
conductive shaft does not change and reaches a stable state.
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The thermal deformation when the temperature �eld of the conductive shaft reaches a stable state is
shown in Fig.10. The maximum thermal deformation area is the upper end of the most front substrate.
The overall deformation of the conductive shaft is not only related to its own temperature, but also
affected by the deformation of other parts. The maximum thermal deformation is the result of the
comprehensive in�uence of its own temperature and the deformation of other parts.

3.2 The effect of processing current on temperature �eld of conductive shaft

The temperature �eld of the conductive shaft structure was analyzed when the initial ambient
temperature was 23 ℃ and the processing current was 12 000 A, 15 000 A and 20 000 A respectively.
The temperature �eld after the conductive shaft reaches a stable state is shown in Fig.11. As can be seen
from Fig.11, the temperature of the overall structure shows an upward trend with the increase of the
processing current of the conductive shaft. Under different processing current conditions, the temperature
at the front end of the conductive shaft is much higher than that at the rear end of the conductive shaft.

3. 3 The effect of ambient temperature on temperature �eld of conductive shaft

The processing current was set to 12 000 A and the ambient temperature was 5 ℃, 15 ℃, 25 ℃ and 35
℃. The temperature �eld of the conductive shaft was analyzed. The variation law of the temperature
�eld of the conductive shaft with the ambient temperature is shown in Fig.12. With the increase of the
ambient temperature, the temperature of the overall structure of the conductive shaft shows an upward
trend. At different ambient temperatures, the highest temperature appears in the front end of the
conductive shaft.

4 Optimize The Heat Dissipation Performance Of Conductive Shaft
The temperature �eld of the conductive shaft is improved by improving the �ow �eld in the conductive
axle box. The cuboid ABCD—EFGH represents the conductive shaft box. The simulation model
established by �uent �uid analysis software is shown in Fig. 13. The steady-state temperature of the
conductive shaft was taken as the initial temperature of the conductive shaft, and the improvement effect
of different heat dissipation methods on the conductive shaft temperature �eld was analyzed. There are
three heat dissipation schemes:ϕ Scheme I, an air source is set at the plane ABCD of the box;κ Scheme II,
set the air source at the plane CDEF of the box; λ Scheme III, the air source was set at the plane ABCD and
plane CDEF of the box at the same time.

When the processing current is 20 000 A and the ambient temperature is 23 ℃, the �ow �eld distribution
of different schemes is shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 14(a) shows the �ow �eld distribution around the
conductive shaft in scheme I. After the cold air �ows through the conductive shaft, the original uniform
�ow �eld changes. On the side away from the plane ABCD, a large number of areas cannot contact the
cold air �ow, and the temperature in this area is signi�cantly higher than that in other areas. The �ow �eld
distribution around the conductive shaft in scheme II is shown in Fig. 14(b). There are still a large number
of areas at the bottom of the conductive shaft that cannot contact the cold air �ow. The �ow �eld
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distribution around the conductive shaft in scheme III is shown in Fig. 14(c). Compared with scheme I and
scheme II, most structures of the conductive shaft can be fully contacted with the cold air �ow. The
temperature difference increases the convective heat transfer coe�cient on the surface of the conductive
shaft and signi�cantly reduces the temperature in the axle box. It can be seen that scheme III can
signi�cantly improve and optimize the heat dissipation performance of the conductive shaft.

The air �ow at the inlet was set at different temperatures to study the improvement of the thermal
characteristics of the conductive shaft after using the refrigeration equipment. The average surface
temperature of the conductive shaft varies with the temperature at the inlet. As shown in Fig. 15, the
average temperature of the axle box has a linear positive correlation with the inlet temperature. The lower
the temperature at the inlet, the lower the average temperature of the conductive shaft. When the air
source is set to make the inlet temperature at 15 ℃, the maximum average surface temperature of the
conductive shaft is about 70 ℃.

Add refrigeration equipment on the original conductive axle box, install the conductive shaft on the
machine bed. Set an insulating block between the bottom plate of the conductive shaft and the machine
bed. And insulate the conductive shaft device from the machine bed to ensure the overall insulation of
the machine bed. The physical object after the installation and commissioning of the conductive shaft is
shown in Fig. 16.

5 The Process Test
For the large horizontal NC ECM machine tool, the working current is up to 20 000 A, the machine body is
about 16 meters long, and the machining gap between cathode and workpiece is only 0.5 ~1 mm. The
veri�cation test is carried out on a large horizontal NC ECM system. Through the process test, the
rationality and stability of the conductive shaft structure are veri�ed. The processing parameters used in
the test are shown in Tab.1.

Tab.1 The test processing parameters

Parameters Processing
Voltage (V)

Feed Rate
mm/min

Electrolytic Pressure
MPa

Electrolyte
Temperature (℃)

Value 10 15 5 1.5 30

The �nished workpiece is shown in Fig.17 (a), and the sliced workpiece is shown in Fig.17 (b).

Number the sliced workpieces according to the processing sequence. Measure and record the size of the
processed workpieces. Some data of the sliced size error and surface roughness measured after
processing are shown in Tab.2. The data analysis shows that the forming accuracy of the workpieces
reaches ±0.15 mm and the surface roughness reaches Ra0.8 μm. It can well meet the actual processing
requirements.
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Tab.2 The workpiece number and measured value

Sample Number Dimensional Error (mm) Surface Roughness (μm)

1 0.14 0.75

2 0.10 0.77

3 0.06 0.78

4 0.12 0.76

5 0.05 0.74

6 0.13 0.79

6 Conclusion
In this paper, the structure, temperature �eld and heat dissipation performance of the conductive shaft of
large horizontal NC ECM machine tool are analyzed. The main conclusions are as follows:

1) By establishing the �nite element model of the conductive shaft of large horizontal NC ECM machine
tool, the temperature �eld of the conductive shaft was analyzed, and a new conductive shaft structure
based on symmetrical copper bar was proposed.

2) The results show that the maximum thermal deformation is at the substrate, and the current has a
signi�cant effect on the temperature rise of the conductive shaft. The heat dissipation performance of
the conductive shaft can be signi�cantly improved by providing air �ow on the upper surface and side at
the same time.

3) Under the conditions of current 15 000 A, feed speed 5 mm/min and continuous processing for 14
hours, the stable and reliable processing of special-shaped internal spiral deep hole parts with large
aspect ratio could be realized, the forming accuracy of processed workpiece could reach ±0.15 mm and
the surface roughness and reach Ra0.8 µm.
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Figure 1

The overall structure model of conductive shaft

Figure 2
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The principle of carbon brush power introduction scheme

Figure 3

The placement scheme of conductive shaft lead copper bar

Figure 4

The grid division of power transmission scheme
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Figure 5

The current density distribution of different power introduction modes
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Figure 6

The seal structure diagram

Figure 7

The simulation model of temperature �eld of conductive shaft

Figure 8
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The current density diagram of conductive shaft

Figure 9

The transient temperature �eld of conductive shaft section
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Figure 10

The thermal deformation of conductive shaft

Figure 11

The temperature �eld distribution of conductive shaft under different processing currents
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Figure 12

The distribution law of temperature �eld
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Figure 13

The conductive shaft and box model

Figure 14

The �ow �eld distribution of different air sources
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Figure 15

The variation of average temperature in axle box with inlet temperature

Figure 16

The physical drawing of conductive axle box
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Figure 17

The processed workpiece


